Electrocorticography and stimulation.
Although acute electrocorticography (ECoG) is routinely used during epilepsy surgery there is little agreement as to its value nor criteria for its interpretation. Specific issues are reviewed on the basis of the literature and personal studies: does failure to resect the entire irritative zone prejudice seizure control, and are residual discharges predictive of failure; does activation of the ECoG by intravenous barbiturates provide information of clinical value; does intraoperative electrical stimulation help to improve localisation or avoid postoperative deficits; is the ECoG of value for monitoring functional procedures; can the value of ECoG be increased by new interpretive approaches? It is suggested that resection of the entire area of interictal discharge is not essential for satisfactory surgical outcome, but a distinction may need to be made between those discharging regions that function as pacemakers and those in which ECoG spikes appear secondarily. There is also evidence that, apart from any consideration of determining the area resected, the topography of epileptiform discharge may be predictive of pathology and surgical outcome. It is concluded that more detailed topographic and quantitative analysis of the ECoG is required before its value in planning surgery can be determined or objective interpretive criteria established.